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KS2 Camp Special Edition
Well done to all KS2 campers who were a
delight to take away from home and
many thanks to Mrs Hooper, Mrs Brown
and Mr Steward for entering into camp
fun.
Watch this space for next year’s booking form….
Mrs Elvy

Camp Story
“ Come on Charlie you don’t want to be late for Camp!” bellowed Dad from
downstairs.
“Coming Dad” I replied.
I grab my bag and run downstairs to put my shoes on . I see my camp bag
that my Mum has kindly placed by the door. I stroll over to it to check that
I have everything but when I opened it I saw Manny staring at me!
“Boo” shouts Manny
“AAAH “ I scream
…….to be continued by Charlie T Year 5

BF Adventure
On Tuesday 19th October KS2 pupils went for a VERY EARLY CAMP at BF Adventure! Two mini buses came to Gerrans to load our luggage onto the bus and get
the campers in and belted.
We got on the road and we had to catch the King Harry Ferry to get over to the
other side it took about five minutes and then we were off again.
Once we arrived we unloaded and had some lunch because we were all STARVING.
Then we had a chat with each other and discussed what we really liked about
camp.
One of our activities was Canoe Quarry, we
were put in groups in our canoes there were
two canoes attached together to make a raft
and we had some fun then we were allowed to
jump off the pontoon!
By Freddie Year 5

My Zip Wire Poem
Going through the gate oh I’m so happy,
Clip ,Clip ,Clip the Clips go,
I’m amazingly safe to go.
Zoom, zoom, zoom I race down,
Not so high, though very big,
Bang I hit the tyre.
Oh I’m at the bottom,
Be very quiet to listen to the man,
Low, low, low I hit the ground.
Zoom, zoom ,zoom I race down,
Not so high though very big,
Bang I hit the tyre.
Jump I jump off,
Wow I nearly hit the hedge,
Oh man I wanted to jump of the crate.
Zoom, zoom ,zoom I race down,

Dear BF Adventure,
Thank you for setting up camp. I really liked the Zip wire!
The canoeing was great! The cabins were small and I wanted the cabins bigger.

The food was delicious I loved it!

From Jasmine Year 4

Not so high though very big,
Bang I hit the tyre.

By Rosie Gay Year 5

Camp Poem

Camp

On that chilly Wednesday morning,

Brilliant activities that everyone loves!

I couldn’t stop yawning,

Friendly atmosphere 24 hours 7 days a week!

Too excited, too excited.

Instructors are fabulous!

It was my camp,

So high up when you look down on the zip wire!

I was starting to become a champ,

A lot of feelings

Too excited, too excited,

Wonderful

We got on the bus,

Excitement fills you up every morning!

Nobody made a fuss,

Sad to go want to come again!

Too excited, too excited,

Occasional mishaps but all in all great!

We go moving,

Magical feelings when you arrive!

We were zooming,

Excellent activities 100% going again!

Too excited, too excited,
Niamh Year 6

We’re nearly there,
I’ve been waiting for this,
Hopefully I won’t take a risk,
Too excited, too excited,
Finally we arrive,
I wasn’t sick, I’m still alive,
Too excited, too excited,

Dear Ashley,
Thank you for cooking our dinners, preparing our breakfast and making all our different
sandwiches. My favourite dinner was the BBQ because the burger was so good. It was
delightful to meet you and so thank you for preparing our food.
By Reggie-Jr Year 6

We put our bags in our new home,
It’s only for three days,
But once we put our bags down it was like a maze,
Too excited, too excited,
The instructors have come,
I’m feeling quite numb,
Too excited, too excited,
We’re adventuring the Adventure Quarry,
It’s going to be fun,
I don’t feel numb,
Too excited, too excited,
The whole activity involves teamwork,
I really hope it does work,
Too excited, too excited.

The BF Zip wire
Looking over the edge terrified,
Grabbed a harness and buckle up,

By Freddie Year 5

Seized helmet and place it on you head,
Watch the others go down two by two,
Finally it’s your go,
Safety clip attached,
Ropes being fastened one by one
And up you go it’s uncomfortable at first,
Your partner is getting ready,

How to Survive Camp
Have you ever wondered how to survive school camp? Well stop wondering , because
here are the rules that could save your life!



How not to fall off the Zip Wire: Hold on tight or you’re history!







How to not lose your clothes: Put a familiar smell in them

Heart is being out of your chest,
Three two one,
Leap of the edge flying down incredibly fast,
Hit the tyre, heart skips two beats,
STOP

How to time your toilet breaks: Always try, that bottle of water will
make a comeback

Unclip yourself lowering down slowly,

How to not fall in: Hold your nose, it helps you to balance

Walk back up to the top,

How to entertain yourself: That’s what fingers and noses are for!

Wait a while,

How to not break your arm: Sleep on the bottom bunk!!!

By Charlie M Year 5

Go down again.

Niamh Year 6

